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THIRD ANNUAL WORLDWIDE PRESS FREEDOM INDEX



East Asia and Middle East have worst press freedom records All EU members among the first 40; Russia, Caucasus and Central Asia lag behind



PRESS FREEDOM 26 October 2004



Reporters Without Borders announces its third annual worldwide index of press freedom. Such freedom is threatened most in East Asia (with North Korea at the bottom of the entire list at 167th place, followed by Burma 165th, China 162nd, Vietnam 161st and Laos 153rd) and the Middle East (Saudi Arabia 159th, Iran 158th, Syria 155th, Iraq 148th). In these countries, an independent media either does not exist or journalists are persecuted and censored on a daily basis. Freedom of information and the safety of journalists are not guaranteed there. Continuing war has made Iraq the most deadly place on earth for journalists in recent years, with 44 killed there since fighting began in March last year. But there are plenty of other black spots around the world for press freedom. Cuba (in 166th place) is second only to China as the biggest prison for journalists, with 26 in jail (China has 27). Since spring last year, these 26 independent journalists have languished in prison after being given sentences of between 14 and 27 years. No privately-owned media exist in Turkmenistan (164th) and Eritrea (163rd), whose people can only read, see or listen to governmentcontrolled media dominated by official propaganda.



International Secretariat 5, rue Geoffroy-Marie 75009 Paris France Tél : (33) 1 44 83 84 84 Fax : (33) 1 45 23 11 51 E-mail : [email protected] Web : www.rsf.org www.press-freedom.org



The greatest press freedom is found in northern Europe (Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Iceland, the Netherlands and Norway), which is a haven of peace for journalists. Of the top 20 countries, only three (New Zealand 9th, Trinidad and Tobago 11th and Canada 18th) are outside Europe. Other small and often impoverished democracies appear high on the list, such as El Salvador (28th) and Costa Rica (35th) in Central America, along with Cape Verde (38th) and Namibia (42nd) in Africa and Timor-Leste (57th) in Asia.



Reporters Without Borders defends imprisoned journalists and press freedom throughout the world, as well as the right to inform the public and to be informed, in accordance with Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Reporters Without Borders has nine national sections (in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), representatives in Abidjan, Bangkok, Buenos Aires, Istanbul, Montreal, Moscow, New York, Tokyo and Washington and more than a hundred correspondents worldwide.



Reporters Without Borders compiled the index by asking its partner organisations (14 freedom of expression organisations in five continents), its 130 correspondents around the world, as well as journalists, researchers, jurists and human rights activists, to answer 52 questions to indicate the state of press freedom in 167 countries (others were not included for lack of information). All EU members among the first 40 Italy and Spain are the two European Union (EU) member states that ranked worst, sharing 39th position. In Italy, Silvio Berlusconi’s conflict of interests as prime minister and at the same time owner of a media empire continued to affect the independence of the broadcasting sector. But the relatively poor ranking is due this year above all to the many judicial decisions violating press freedom, including prison sentences for press offences, searches and violation of the confidentiality of journalists’ sources. Spain’s poor ranking is due to the resumption of ETA’s terror campaign against journalists who do not share its views on international politics or the situation in the Basque country. It is also due to the manipulation of the news and the direct pressure put on the state news media by the government of Prime Minister José Maria Aznar in the immediate aftermath of the Madrid bombings of 11 March 2004. The United Kingdom’s ranking (28th) is largely due to the situation in Northern Ireland, where journalists are constantly threatened by paramilitary groups. The investigation into the 2001 murder of Sunday World journalist Martin O'Hagan has come to a complete standstill. In France (19th), the year was marked by the attempted murder of a journalist with the daily Le Figaro, whose car was riddled with bullets in Corsica in early September 2003. Belgium’s fall to 22nd position is due to a serious violation of the confidentiality of a foreign correspondent’s sources. Greece’s position (33rd) is attributable above all to the many obstacles to the work of journalists in the run up to the Olympic Games. The EU’s ten new member countries show respect for press freedom but legislation is not always in line with European standards, which recommend the elimination of prison sentences for press crimes. For example, Poland (32nd) sentenced a journalist to three months in prison for defamation. Only a national and international outcry prevented the journalist from going to prison.



Reporters Without Borders defends imprisoned journalists and press freedom throughout the world, as well as the right to inform the public and to be informed, in accordance with Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Reporters Without Borders has nine national sections (in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), representatives in Abidjan, Bangkok, Buenos Aires, Istanbul, Montreal, Moscow, New York, Tokyo and Washington and more than a hundred correspondents worldwide.



The poor rankings assigned to EU candidates Romania (70th) and (to a lesser extent) Bulgaria (36th), as well as Moldova (78th), contrasts with the overall improvement in the Balkans. Serbia-Montenegro (77th) trails somewhat because of the murder of a journalist who was investigation corruption allegation implicating Montenegro’s prime minister. The remarkable progress made by Turkey (113 th) with its legislation with a view to joining the EU has still not translated into a significant improvement in press freedom in practice. The proof of this was the lack of any fall this year in the number of violations of the kind that are used to calculate this worldwide ranking. Russia, Caucasus and Central Asia lag behind In the Caucasus, Azerbaijan’s sharp fall to 136th position is the result of a decline in press freedom since the October 2003 presidential election. Around 100 journalists were physically attacked and detained during the rioting that followed the polls. One of them, who is also the leader of an opposition party, was sentenced to five years in prison. G e o r g i a ’s fall to 94th position is largely due to unrest in the autonomous republics of Adzhara and Abkhazia, which gave rise to press freedom violations. In Russia (140th), the biased coverage of the tragic hostage crisis in Beslan, in North Ossetia, was a flagrant illustration of the total control exercised by the Kremlin over the national TV stations. Many Russian and foreign journalists were prevented from working and the censorship applied to Chechnya was extended to neighbouring republics. The Agence France-Presse correspondent in the region is still missing, while two journalists were killed in Moscow during the summer, one of them the editor of the Russian version of the US magazine Forbes. In Ukraine (138th), pro-opposition journalists and some foreign media were censored in the run-up to the October 2004 presidential election. The number of physical attacks was also very high and those responsible for the murders of journalists, including that of Georgy Gongadze, still enjoy total impunity. In Belarus (144th), President Alexander Lukashenko’s regime tolerates no criticism and all methods are systematically used to reduce the few dissident voices to silence. The information minister closed or suspended some 10 independent newspapers on spurious bureaucratic grounds in the run-up to the legislative elections and referendum on 17 October. The investigation into the disappearance of Reporters Without Borders defends imprisoned journalists and press freedom throughout the world, as well as the right to inform the public and to be informed, in accordance with Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Reporters Without Borders has nine national sections (in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), representatives in Abidjan, Bangkok, Buenos Aires, Istanbul, Montreal, Moscow, New York, Tokyo and Washington and more than a hundred correspondents worldwide.



opposition journalist Dmitri Zavadski in 2000 was closed although there is little doubt that the highest authorities were involved. Finally, in Uzbekistan (142nd), the sentencing of a journalist and human rights activist to a heavy prison sentence for “homosexuality” is an example of the government’s brutal repression of an independent press that is almost non-existent. The rankings assigned to Kyrgyzstan (107th) and T a j i k i s t a n (95th) were relatively good compared to the other countries in the region, but are not grounds for overlooking how extremely precarious press freedom is there.



Reporters Without Borders defends imprisoned journalists and press freedom throughout the world, as well as the right to inform the public and to be informed, in accordance with Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Reporters Without Borders has nine national sections (in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom), representatives in Abidjan, Bangkok, Buenos Aires, Istanbul, Montreal, Moscow, New York, Tokyo and Washington and more than a hundred correspondents worldwide.



World press freedom ranking 2004 N° 1 9 10 11 15 16 17 18 19 21 22 24 25 26 27 28 31 32 33 34 35 36 38 39 41 42 46 48 49 50



Country Denmark Finland Iceland Irland Netherlands Norway Slovakia Switzerland New Zealand Latvia Estonia Germany Sweden Trinidad and Tobago Slovenia Lithuania Austria Canada Czech Republic France Bosnia and Herzegovina Belgium United States of America (American territory) Jamaica Portugal South Africa Benin El Salvador Hungary United Kingdom Dominican Republic Poland Greece Hong-Kong Costa Rica Bulgaria Israel (Israeli territory) Cape Verde Italy Spain Australia Chile Japan Namibia Uruguay Mauritius Paraguay South Korea Macedonia Albania



Note 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,50 0,67 1,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 2,25 3,00 3,25 3,33 3,50 3,50 3,67 4,00 4,00 4,17 4,50 5,00 5,50 6,00 6,00 6,00 6,75 6,83 7,00 7,50 7,63 8,00 8,00 8,75 9,00 9,00 9,50 10,00 10,00 10,00 10,00 10,50 10,50 11,13 11,25 11,50



52 53 54 55 56 57 59 60 61 63 64 66 69 70 71 72 73 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 86 87 88 90 91 93 94 95 96 97 98 100 101 103



Botswana Nicaragua Honduras Croatia Grenade Mali Ghana Timor-Leste Thailand Taiwan Panama Tanzania Fiji Burkina Faso Mozambique Brazil Ecuador Guatemala Congo Romania Niger Madagascar Burundi Mongolia Togo Bolivia Serbia and Montenegro Moldova Argentina Senegal Cyprus (North) Kenya Armenia Guinea-Bissau Seychelles Uganda Lebanon Guinea Sierra Leone Venezuela Angola Comoros Cameroon Georgia Tajikistan Mexico Afghanistan Gambia Lesotho Zambia Malawi Swaziland Kuwait



11,50 11,67 11,75 11,83 12,00 12,83 13,50 13,50 14,00 14,25 14,50 14,50 16,00 16,25 16,25 16,50 16,50 16,50 17,50 17,83 18,33 18,50 19,00 19,00 19,50 20,00 20,13 20,50 21,33 21,50 22,00 22,25 23,50 23,50 23,50 24,00 24,38 24,50 24,50 24,63 26,50 26,50 27,00 27,50 27,75 27,83 28,25 29,50 29,50 29,75 31,00 31,00 31,67



104 106 107 108 109 111 112 113 115 117 119 120 121 122 123 125 126 127 128 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 -



Central African Republic Qatar Chad Kyrgyzstan United States of America (in Iraq) Cambodia Sri Lanka Philippines Ethiopia Rwanda Turkey Gabon Israel (Occupied Territories) Indonesia Nigeria Tonga India Jordan Malaysia Liberia Peru Haiti Morocco Palestinian Authority Algeria Egypt Somalia Kazakhstan Sudan Equatorial Guinea Colombia Yemen Azerbaijan United Arab Emirates Mauritania Ukraine Russia Democratic Republic of Congo Uzbekistan Bahrein Belarus Djibouti Bhutan Singapore Iraq Côte d'Ivoire Pakistan Bangladesh Tunisia Laos Libya Syria Zimbabwe



32,50 32,50 33,25 35,25 36,00 36,50 36,50 36,63 37,00 37,25 37,25 37,50 37,50 37,75 37,75 38,17 38,50 39,13 39,83 40,00 40,00 42,13 43,00 43,17 43,50 43,50 43,50 44,17 44,25 46,25 47,38 48,00 49,67 50,25 51,00 51,00 51,38 51,50 52,13 52,50 54,10 55,00 55,83 57,00 58,50 60,38 61,75 62,50 62,67 64,33 65,00 67,50 67,50



157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167



Maldives Iran Saudi Arabia Nepal Vietnam China Eritrea Turkmenistan Burma Cuba North Korea



69,17 78,30 79,17 84,00 86,88 92,33 93,25 99,83 103,63 106,83 107,50
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PRESS FREEDOM 

Oct 26, 2004 - kisha clubs still deprives foreign and freelance journalists of access to a lot of news. In South Korea (48th) and Taiwan (60th), the government.
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Freedom 

requiring them to act upon the details of the conduct of the individuals .... 8 I speak of 'truth' rather than 'meaning' deliberately â€“ that is to say, I am not concerned ...... 42 Miller 1992: 75: the omitted reference within this quote is Hopwood
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1954 - Toward Freedom 

ciones del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos en rela- con los Estados Unidos de AmÃ©rica. ciÃ³n con las actividades encaminadas al cumpli. 7.---El Gobierno de ...
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Cameroun - Freedom Now 

libertÃ©s proclamÃ©s dans les articles 7, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 et 21 de la DÃ©claration ... Il a Ã©tÃ© rapportÃ© que le 9 avril 2008, M.Lapiro de Mbanga a Ã©tÃ© arrÃªtÃ© par la.
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Freedom of Choice 

Feb 2, 2007 - all since, by assumption, an individual always has to choose exactly ... types of transportation (train or car) yields greater FoC than merely having a choice ... their original paper suggests the problem with the cardinality rule ...
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Cameroun - Freedom Now 

Ce dernier prÃ©voit que Â« [n]ul ne peut faire l'objet d'une arrestation ou d'une dÃ©tention arbitraire >>. Il prÃ©cise que 
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Untitled - Toward Freedom 

derecho no se extiead a bases Ches: ... sentar un plan ccrriente de vieleen . Centro de control ... Esalty Caicos de No:&amÃ©rica el 20 de diciembre de. 1543, 5:1 ...
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Freedom and Necessity - Philosophie 

Certainly, if we do know that our wills are free, it followsthat they are so. But the logical reply to this .... concerned, there is a limit: and that this limit is set by the fact of human freedom. An obvious ... But, ignoring the external influence
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Untitled - Toward Freedom 

Tas segurida- des da ni mÃ¡s alta consideracion. por la via mÃ¡s directa en ruta aÃ©rea que se refiere a las reseras de espe. 2. Washington, D. C. y Nueva York.
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2013 - Global Freedom of Expression 

24 sept. 2013 - Le 26 octobre 2012, la requÃªte a Ã©tÃ© communiquÃ©e au Gouvernement. ..... non partagÃ©es par le tribunal de Milan â€“ de M. R.I. Ã©taient une manifestation ..... Roumanie ([GC], no 33348/96, Â§Â§ 113-115, CEDH 2004-XI), la Cour a af
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2013 - Global Freedom of Expression 

24 sept. 2013 - Après en avoir délibéré en chambre du conseil le 3 septembre 2013, ... M. Maurizio Belpietro (« le requérant »), a saisi la Cour le 27 juillet ..... 8 avril 2010, la Cour de cassation, estimant que la cour d'appel ..... l'existence d'
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15 Asymptotic Freedom in QCD 

In any computation of physical amplitudes, the photon propagator is always attached ... photon cannot acquire mass in spite of quantum corrections in contrast to.
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Planning for Freedom - Mises Institute 

The founders' list of the Austrian Neo-Classical School cannot be ..... system which would combine socialism and private ownership. ..... wage rates in this country dropped less than the ...... of the secondary factors of production required for.
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Freedom on the Web - Refworld 

The state-owned Myanmar Post and Telecommunications (MPT) company launched ..... servants in key government ministries from using the internet without ..... In January 2010, a former military officer and a foreign affairs official were ...
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PRESS RELEASE 

... TO THE UNITED NATIONS. 866 U.N. PLAZA, SUITE 4011, NEW YORK, NY 10017 'TEL: (212) 753-3163Â· FAX (212) 223-1276 â€¢ E-MAIL: [email protected] ...
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press kit 

Starting from Booty Bass and Ghetto tech, his first main style, Raziek loves going further, adding Rap, House ... Its mainly club music, in no particular genre.
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3 Press 

radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the ... correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:.
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Idiom Press 

Idiom Press Rotator Illuminator. Please note that the Rotator Illuminator is designed to work with meters that have clear plastic on top and a single bulb mounted ...
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PRESS RELEASE 

Jul 31, 2011 - Niyibizi, Dr Emmanuel Mwiseneza, Dr Gerald Gahima, Charles Ndereyehe, Lieutenant General. Kayumba Nyamwasa, Jonathan Musonera, ...
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Press Release 

Dec 7, 2011 - investment in protecting fundamental freedoms, promoting the values ... (0)72 544 6622 - Email: [email protected]; [email protected],uk.
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Press Release 

2018 par Prime Traveller. Genève, le 26 novembre 2018 - À l'occasion de la cérémonie des Prime Traveller Awards. 2018, qui s'est déroulée le 22 novembre à ...
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press kit 

2 juin 2015 - Valiantly, Ayoub fights to win Laura's heart, but before he can be a ... VICE Media we work with young creatives and help them tell their cutting ...
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Press release 

Jun 17, 2010 - http://www.fdu-rwanda.org â€“ http://www.victoire2010.com. Join us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Victoire-Ingabire-Umuhoza-for ...
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